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Abstract
We consider the inhomogeneous fifth-order nonlinear Schro¨dinger (ifoNLS) equation
with nonzero boundary condition in detailed. Firstly, the spectral analysis of the scat-
tering problem is carried out. A Riemann surface and affine parameters are first in-
troduced to transform the original spectral parameter to a new parameter in order to
avoid the multi-valued problem. Based on Lax pair of the ifoNLS equation, the Jost
functions are obtained, and their analytical, asymptotic, symmetric properties, as well
as the corresponding properties of the scattering matrix are established systematically.
For the inverse scattering problem, we discuss the cases that the scattering coefficients
have simple zeros and double zeros, respectively, and we further derive their corre-
sponding exact solutions. Moreover, some interesting phenomena are found when we
choose some appropriate parameters for these exact solutions, which is helpful to study
the propagation behavior of these solutions.
Keywords: The inhomogeneous fifth-order nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation, Nonzero
boundary condition, Simple zeros and double zeros, Riemann-Hilbert problem,
Soliton solutions.
1. Introduction
In the past few decades, lots of theoretical and experimental studies have been
carried out on the model of distributed nonlinear Schro¨dinger (NLS) equation with
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time-dependent complicated potential, spatially/temporally cubic or cubic-quintic non-
linearities [1, 2]. The standard NLS equation, i.e.,
iψt +
1
2
ψxx + |ψ|2ψ = 0, (1.1)
is a completely integrable appearing in various physical systems including plasma
physics, nonlinear optics, Bose-Einstein condensation and the hydrodynamics, etc. In
addition, it possesses many kinds of soliton solutions: rouge wave, breather wave,
bright and dark soliton solutions. It is worth noting that the constant coefficient equa-
tion is highly idealized in the physical background. Therefore, the inhomogeneity of
media should be considered when describing physical phenomena. From deforming
the inhomogeneous Heisenberg ferromagnetic system, Radha [3] proposed the inho-
mogeneous fifth-order NLS equation
iut − iǫuxxxxx − 10iǫ|u|2uxxx − 20iǫuxu∗uxx − 10iǫ(|ux|2u)x − 30iǫ|u|4ux
+ ( f u)xx + 2u
(
f |u|2 +
∫ x
−∞
fx|u|2dx′
)
− i(hu)x = 0,
(1.2)
where u = u(x, t) is a complex variable, the linear functions f and h about the variable
x denote the inhomogeneities in the medium, that is f = m1x+n1 and h = m2x+n2 with
the real constant m1,m2, n1, n2 and ǫ, and the star represents the complex conjugate. In
this work, we mainly investigate the following simplified inhomogeneous fifth-order
nonlinear Schro¨dinger (ifoNLS) equation for f = h ≡ 1
iut − iǫuxxxxx − 10iǫ|u|2uxxx−20iǫuxu∗uxx − 30iǫ|u|4ux
− 10iǫ(|ux|2u)x + uxx + 2u|u|2 − iux = 0.
(1.3)
The ifoNLS equation can be regarded as an extension of NLS equation (1.1), which has
been studied in many respects, such as solitary wave, breather wave and rogue wave
solutions via Darboux transformation [4]. Yinman [5] has obtained the rouge wave
solutions, and further discussed the evolution influence of the rouge wave solutions
with different parameters by using these solutions.
It follows that via the transformation u = qe2iq
2
0
t, the Eq. (1.3) can be written as
iqt + 2(|q|2 − q20)q − iǫqxxxxx−10iǫ|q|2qxxx − 20iǫqxq∗qxx
− 30iǫ|q|4qx − 10iǫ(|qx|2q)x + qxx − iqx = 0.
(1.4)
The purpose in the present work is devoted to study solutions to Eq. (1.4) with the
nonzero boundary condition at infinity, that is,
lim
x→±∞
q(x, 0) = q±, (1.5)
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here q± are complex constants and |q±| = q0 , 0. It is worth noting that the advantage
of Eq. (1.4) over Eq. (1.3) is that Eq. (1.4) satisfying the boundary condition Eq. (1.3)
is time independent when x tends to infinity. As we known, the soliton solutions to
ifoNLS equation have not been reported by the Riemann-Hilbert (RH) probelm [6, 7]
with the nonzero boundary condition. The RH method is a powerful tool for solving
integrable partial differential equations. After further development of this method, it is
not only limited to solve soliton solutions [8]-[17] and long-time asymptotic behavior
[18]-[23] under zero boundary conditions (ZBC), but also to further solve soliton solu-
tions [24]-[40] and long-time asymptotic behavior [41]-[45] under non-zero boundary
conditions (NZBC), time-periodic boundary condition [21], shock problem [46], step-
like initial data [47], etc.
The main purpose of the work is to construct the soliton solutions of the ifoNLS
equation under the condition of NZBC Eq. (1.5) by using RH method. It is noted that
the propagation behavior of the final solution of the equation is different from that of
the case in [38], including the inability to obtain the Kuznetsov-Ma soliton solution
and the Akhmediev breather solution. The solution obtained in the work is not parallel
to the x-axis or the t-axis which is the so-called non-stationary solitons.
The main results of the work are the following theorems:
Theorem 1.1. The solution of the Eq. (1.3) with simple zeros under the reflection-less
potential can be written as
q(x, t) = −q− + i
det
 G ̺
̟T 0

detG , (1.6)
where the elements of the matrix are defined by Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (2.28), the discrete
spectrum set Z = {ηn, ηˆn}, and the elements b−(zn) and b+(z∗n) are constant.
Theorem 1.2. The solution of the Eq. (1.3) with double zeros under the reflection-less
potential can be given by
q(x, t) = −q− + i
det
 G˜ ν
ωT 0

det G˜
, (1.7)
where the elements of the matrix are determined by Eqs. (4.14), (4.19) and (4.25), the
discrete spectrum set Z = {ηn, ηˆn}, and the elements b−(zn) , b+(z∗n), d−(zn) and d+(z∗n)
are constant.
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The structure of this work is as follows: In section 2, the direct scattering process
is presented, including spectrum analysis, plane transformation, analyticity and sym-
metry of Jost functions and scattering matrix, discrete spectrum, and the establishment
of residue conditions. In section 3, we successfully construct the RH problem of the
ifoNLS equation with simple zeros, and derive the exact formulae of the solutions to
the Eq. (1.3) with reflection-less potential. In section 4, the ifoNLS equation with dou-
ble zeros is discussed, we then study the residue condition generated by double zeros.
Similar to the case of simple zeros with many different processes, the exact solution
expression of Eq. (1.3) including trace formula and theta condition, is presented in the
appendix B. Finally, some conclusions and some conjectures of higher order zeros are
given in the last section.
2. The direct scattering
2.1. The Lax pairs
From [3], the Lax pairs of the ifoNLS Eq. (1.4) can be read as
φx = Uφ = (−ikσ3 + U0)φ,
φt = Vφ =
 V11 V12−V∗
12
−V11
 φ,
(2.1)
where U0 =
 0 q−q∗ 0
 , σ3 =
 1 0
0 −1
 and
V11 = −16ik5ǫ + 8ik3|q|2ǫ + 4k2ǫ(qq∗x − qxq∗) − ik + i|q|2 − 2ik2 − 6ikǫ|q|4
− 2ikǫ(qq∗xx + qxxq∗ − |qx|2) + ǫ(qxxxq∗ − qq∗xxx + qxq∗xx − qxxq∗x + 6|q|2q∗qx − 6|q|2q∗xq),
V12 = 16k
4ǫq + 8ik3qxǫ − 4k2ǫ(qxx + 2|q|2q) − 2ikǫ(qxxx + 6|q|2qx) + 2kq + iqx + q
+ ǫ(qxxxx + 8|q|2qxx + 2q2q∗xx + 4|qx|2q + 6|qx|2q∗ + 6|q|4q),
and k ∈ C is a spectral parameter. By using the NZBC Eq. (1.5), the Lax pairs can be
written as
φx = X±φ, φt = T±φ, (2.2)
here 
X± = lim
x→±∞
U = −ikσ3 + Q±,
T± = lim
x→±∞
V =
(
16k4ǫ − 8k2q20ǫ + 2k + 6q40ǫ + 1
)
X±,
Q± = lim
x→±∞
U0 =
 0 q±−q∗± 0
 .
(2.3)
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Obviously, the two matrices X± and T± are commutative, i.e., [X±, T±] = 0, which
means that we can find a reversible matrix E± to diagonalize the two matrices. Since
matrix X± has two eigenvalues iλ and −iλ, it follows that two eigenvalues of T± can be
known from Eq. (2.3), and further we can get
X±E± = −iλE±σ3,
T±E± = −iλE±
(
16k4ǫ − 8k2q20ǫ + 2k + 6q40ǫ + 1
)
σ3,
(2.4)
with 
λ =
√
k2 + q2
0
,
E± =
 1 −
iq±
k+λ
− iq∗±
k+λ
1
 = I − ik + λσ3Q±.
(2.5)
Obviously,
detE± = 1 +
q2
0
(k + λ)2
, γ, E−1± =
1
γ
(
I +
i
k + λ
σ3Q±
)
. (2.6)
2.2. Riemann surface and uniformization coordinate
The eigenvalue of the matrix X± reads ±iλ = ±i
√
k2 + q2
0
, which are branched
functions with multiple values. To avoid this situation, we introduce a two-sheeted
Riemann surface defined by
λ2 = k2 + q20 = (k + iq0)(k − iq0), (2.7)
here the two-sheeted Riemann surface obtained by gluing two complex k-plane S 1
and S 2 along the segment [−iq0, iq0]. Obviously Eq. (2.7) can be written in polar
coordinates, i.e., k + iq0 = r1e
iθ1 , k − iq0 = r2eiθ2 ,− π2 < θ1, θ2 < 3π2 , which determined
two single value functions
λ(k) =

(r1r2)
1
2 e
θ1+θ2
2 , on S 1,
−(r1r2)
1
2 e
θ1+θ2
2 , on S 2.
(2.8)
To avoid complexity of Riemann surface, Shabat pointed that it is possible to intro-
duce a affine parameter z [48], that is
z = k + λ, (2.9)
further we get two single value functions
k(z) =
1
2
z − q
2
0
z
 , λ(z) = 1
2
z + q
2
0
z
 . (2.10)
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Table 1: Relationship between different planes
S 1 of k-plane + S 2 of k-plane → λ-plane → z-plane
Imk > 0 + Imk < 0 → Imλ > 0 → D+ =
{
z|(|z|2 − q2
0
)Imz > 0
}
Imk < 0 + Imk > 0 → Imλ < 0 → D− =
{
z|(|z|2 − q2
0
)Imz < 0
}
[−iq0, iq0] + [−iq0, iq0] → [−q0, q0] → |z|2 − q20 = 0
From the relationships (2.8) and (2.10), we have the following summary
Rek
Imk
Rek
Reλ Rez
Imk
Imλ Imz
iq0
−iq0
iq0
−iq0
q0 −q0
S 1 S 2Imk > 0
Imk < 0
Imk > 0
Imk < 0
Imλ < 0
Imλ > 0
D−
D+
+
λ =
√
k2 + q2
0
λ = (z + q2
0
/z)/2
Figure 1. Transformation relation from k two-sheeted Riemann surface, λ-plane and z-plane.
2.3. Jost functions and scattering matrix and their analyticity
All values k satisfying λ(k) ∈ R on each sheet constitute the continuous spectrum
Σk, namely, Σk = R ∪ [−iq0, iq0]. After transformation, the corresponding set in the
complex z-plane is Σk = R ∪ C0, where C0 is the circle of radius q0. The subscript
will be omitted next for simplicity, hereafter we discuss the direct and inverse problem
in the complex z-plane instead of the complex two-sheeted Riemann surface. Due to
the situation, the Jost functions φ± = φ±(x, t; z) satisfying the lax pair Eq. (2.1) can be
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defined for all z ∈ Σ from Eq. (2.4)
φ± ∼ E±(z)e−iθ(x,t;z)σ3 + o(1) x → ±∞, (2.11)
with θ(x, t; z) = λ
[
x +
(
16k4ǫ − 8k2q2
0
ǫ + 2k + 6q4
0
ǫ + 1
)
t
]
. Introducing the modified
Jost functions
u±(x, t; z) = φ±(x, t; z)eiθ(x,t;z)σ3 → E±, x → ±∞, (2.12)
we get the solutions u±(x, t; z)
u−(x, t; z) = Y− +
∫ x
−∞ Y−e
−iλ(x−y)σ3Y−1− ∆Q−(y, t)u−(y, t; z)e
iλ(x−y)σ3 dy,
u+(x, t; z) = Y+ −
∫ ∞
x
Y+e
−iλ(x−y)σ3Y−1+ ∆Q+(y, t)u+(y, t; z)e
iλ(x−y)σ3 dy,
(2.13)
via the Volterra integral equations. By using the above integral equations, the Theorem
2.1 can be obtained, which is proved in Appendix A.
Theorem 2.1. If q(x, t) − q− ∈ L1(−∞, a), or q(x, t) − q+ ∈ L1(a,∞) with all con-
stant a ∈ R, the modify Jost functions u±(x, t; z) can be analytically extended onto the
corresponding regions of the z-plane, that is

u−,1(x, t; z), u+,2(x, ; z) ∈ D+,
u−,2(x, t; z), u+,1(x, ; z) ∈ D−.
(2.14)
Next, we will introduce the scattering matrix. It is obvious that the trace of the
solution φ satisfying the Lax pair Eq. (2.1) is zero, that is trU = trV = 0, which
implies ∂x(detφ) = ∂t(detφ) = 0 from [49]. Further, we have
detφ±(x, t; z) = detE±(z) = γ(z) x, t ∈ R, z ∈ Σ. (2.15)
Denoting Σ1 = Σ \ {±iq0}, for any z ∈ Σ1 we know that φ± are two fundamental
solutions of the scattering problem. There exists a 2 × 2 matrix S (z) (it’s independent
of the variable x and t) such that
φ+(x, t; z) = φ−(x, t; z)S (z), S (z) =
 s11(z) s12(z)
s21(z) s22(z)
 , z ∈ Σ1, (2.16)
because the scattering problem is a first order homogeneous ordinary differential equa-
tion. Obviously (2.16) implies
φ+,1(x, t; z) = s11(z)φ−,1(x, t; z) + s21(z)φ−,2(x, t; z),
φ+,2(x, t; z) = s12(z)φ−,1(x, t; z) + s22(z)φ−,2(x, t; z),
(2.17)
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where φ±, j represent the column element of φ±. In additional, the Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16)
yield obviously det S (z) = 1.
In order to obtain the analyticity of scattering coefficient (si j)
2
1
, we define theWron-
skian determinant, i.e.,Wr(u, v) = u1v2−u2v1 with u = (u1, u2)T and v = (v1, v2)T , thus
s11(z)γ = Wr
(
φ+,1, φ−,2
)
, s22(z)γ = Wr
(
φ−,1, φ+,2
)
, (2.18a)
s12(z)γ = Wr
(
φ+,2, φ−,2
)
, s21(z)γ = Wr
(
φ−,1, φ+,1
)
, (2.18b)
which means s11(z) and s22(z) are analytic in D
− and D+, respectively, meanwhile
s12(z) and s21(z) are not analytic, but continuous to Σ1 from the Theorem 2.1. Also the
reflection coefficients are introduced to construct RH problem, namely
ρ(z) = s21(z)/s11(z), ρ˜(z) = s12(z)/s22(z), ∀z ∈ Σ. (2.19)
2.4. Symmetries
By using the RH method to solve the initial value problem, we need to consider
the symmetry of the potential function of the Lax pair, which can derive the symmetry
of the eigenfunctions and further affect the symmetry of the scattering data, so that the
distribution of spectral points can be obtained. It should be noted that the symmetry
with non-zero boundary conditions is very complicated by the fact that λ(k) will change
the symbols from one sheet of the Riemann surface to the other, namely λ2(k) = −λ1(k).
Based on the affine parameter z, one consider the following two kinds of symmetry, i.e.,
the first symmetry z 7→ z∗ yields (k, λ) 7→ (k∗, λ∗), and the second symmetry z 7→ −q2
0
/z
yields (k, λ) 7→ (k,−λ). It follows from the above two symmetries that

φ±(x, t; z) = σ0φ∗±(x, t; z
∗)σ0,
φ±(x, t; z) = −
i
z
φ∗±(x, t;−q20/z)σ3Q+,
(2.20)
note that θ∗(x, t; z∗) = θ(x, t; z), k(−q2
0
/z) = k(z), θ(x, t;−q2
0
/z) = −θ(x, t; z) andσ0Q∗σ0 =
Q† = −Q with σ0 =
 0 1−1 0
, which can derive the symmetry of the scattering ma-
trix S (z) combined with (2.16)

S ∗(z∗) = −σ0S (z)σ0,
S (z) = (σ3Q−)−1S (−q20/z)σ3Q+.
(2.21)
In terms of the symmetry of Jost functions and scattering matrix, one can deduce the
symmetry relation between scattering coefficient and reflection coefficient by direct
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calculation, which is ultimately related to the distribution of spectral points

s22(z) = s
∗
11(z
∗), s12(z) = −s∗21(z∗),
s11(z) =
q∗+
q∗−
s22(−q20/z), s12(z) =
q+
q∗−
s21(−q20/z),
ρ(z) = −ρ˜∗(z∗), ρ(z) = (q∗−/q−)ρ˜(−q20/z).
(2.22)
2.5. Discrete spectrum and residue conditions
The discrete spectrum of the scattering problem consist of all values z ∈ C\Σ satis-
fying the scattering problem admits eigenfunctions in L2(R). These discrete spectrum
are respectively the zeros of s11(z) and s22(z) in the corresponding analytical region,
namely for z ∈ D− and z ∈ D+. Now assume that s11(z) has N simple zeros z j, i.e.,
s11(z j) = 0, but s
′
11
(z j) , 0, j = 1, 2, · · · ,N, in the region D− ∩ {z ∈ C : Imz < 0},
besides z j satisfies |z j| > q0 and Imz j > 0. Therefore the Eq. (2.22) implies
s11(z j) = 0 ⇐⇒ s22(z∗j) = 0 ⇐⇒ s22(−q20/z j) = 0⇐⇒ s11(−q20/z∗j) = 0, (2.23)
which means that a quartet of discrete eigenvalues are derived, i.e.,
Z =
{
z j,−q20/z∗j , z∗j,−q20/z j
}N
j=1
. (2.24)
0− 0+
Rez
iq0
Imz
−iq0
z j
z∗
j
− q
2
0
z j
− q
2
0
z∗
j
Figure 2. The distribution of the set of discrete spectral points on the z-plane, where the blue
spectral points are the zeros of s11(z), the black spectral points are the zeros of s22(z), and the red
contour is the jump condition about the RH problem Eq. (3.5).
In what follows, we derive the residue conditions of the Jost functions at discrete
spectral points, which will be needed in the process of inverse scattering. The expres-
sion of Eq. (2.18a) can be written equivalently as
φ+,1(zn) = b−(zn)φ−,2(zn), (2.25)
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for zn ∈ Z ∩ D− is the simple zero of s11(z), where b−(zn) is a constant. The residue
condition then can be written as
Res
z=zn
[
φ+,1(z)
s11(z)
]
=
φ−,1(zn)
s′
11
(zn)
=
b+(zn)
s′
11
(zn)
φ−,2(zn). (2.26)
Similarly from the another expression of Eq. (2.18a), we can derive the following
residue condition as z∗n ∈ Z ∩ D+ is the simple zero of s22(z)
Res
z=z∗n
[
φ+,2(z)
s22(z)
]
=
φ+,2(z
∗
n)
s′
22
(z∗n)
=
b+(z
∗
n)
s′
22
(z∗n)
φ−,1(z∗n), (2.27)
here b+(z
∗
n) is a constant parameter. Introducing the notations
C−[zn] =
b−(zn)
s′
11
(zn)
, zn ∈ Z ∩ D−, C+[z∗n] =
b+(z
∗
n)
s′
22
(z∗n)
, z∗n ∈ Z ∩ D+, (2.28)
and combining the symmetries of Eq. (2.22), one has the results

C−[zn] = −C∗+[z∗n], C−[zn] =
z2n
q2−
C+
−q
2
0
zn
 , zn ∈ Z ∩ D−,
C−[zn] = −C∗+[z∗n] =
z2n
q2−
C+
−q
2
0
zn
 = − z
2
n
q2−
C∗−
−q
2
0
z∗n
 , zn ∈ Z ∩ D−.
(2.29)
3. Inverse scattering problem with simple zeros
In the inverse problem, we first recover the modified eigenfunctions from the scat-
tering data, and then recover the potential according to the asymptotic behavior of the
Jost functions in the spectral parameters.
3.1. Riemann-Hilbert problem
To construct the RH [6] problem, it is necessary to seed two functions that are
analytic in the appropriate region. In terms of the previous analysis, resorting to Eqs.
(2.12) and (2.16) we obtain the following two sectionally analytic functions

u+,1(z)
s11(z)
= u−,1(z) +
s21(z)
s11(z)
e2iθ(z)u−,2(z),
u+,2(z)
s22(z)
=
s12(z)
s22(z)
e−2iθ(z)u−,1(z) + u−,2(z).
(3.1)
By using the modified eigenfunctions, the matrix M(x, t; z) can further be defined as
M(x, t; z) =

M+(x, t; z) =
(
u−,1(x, t; z),
u+,2(x, t; z)
s22(z)
)
, z ∈ D+,
M−(x, t; z) =
(
u+,1(x, t; z)
s11(z)
, u−,2(x, t; z)
)
, z ∈ D−.
(3.2)
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The asymptotic conditions of the Jost functions and scattering matrix are needed now,
similarly [38], one has
u±(x, t; z) =

I + O(1/z), z→ ∞,
− i
z
σ3Q± + O(1), z → 0.
(3.3)
From Eqs. (2.18a) and (2.18b), the asymptotic conditions about scattering matrix can
further derived
S (z) =

I + O(1/z), z→ ∞,
diag(q−/q+, q+/q−) + O(z), z→ 0.
(3.4)
Using the above results, we give the following theorem
Theorem 3.1. A matrix RH probelm:
• Analyticity: M(x, t; z) is meromorphic in C \ Σ.
• Jump condition:
M+(x, t; z) = M−(x, t; z)(I −G(x, t; z)), z ∈ Σ, (3.5)
with the jump matrix is
G(x, t; z) = eiθ(z)σˆ3
 0 −ρ˜(z)
ρ(z) ρ(z)ρ˜(z)
 .
• Asymptotic condition:
M±(x, t; z) =

I + O(1/z), z → ∞,
−(i/z)σ3Q− + O(1), z→ 0.
(3.6)
The quartet of discrete eigenvalues Z is equivalent to the set Z = {ηn, ηˆn}, (n =
1, 2, · · · ,N), as ηn = zn and ηˆn = −q20/z∗n−N for (n = 1, 2, · · · ,N) and (n = N + 1,N +
2, · · · , 2N), respectively, as well as ηˆn = −q20/ηn. Then the RH problem Eq. (3.5) can
be solved with projection projectors and Plemelj’s formulae
M(x, t; z) =I − i
z
σ3Q+ +
2N∑
n=1
Res
z=ηˆn
M+(z)
z − ηˆn
+
2N∑
n=1
Res
z=ηn
M−(z)
z − ηn
+
1
2πi
∫
Σ
M(x, t; s)−G(x, t; s)
s − z ds, z ∈ C \ Σ,
(3.7)
where the
∫
Σ
implies the contour shown in Fig. 2, and the projection projectors are
P±[ f ](z) =
1
2πi
∫
Σ
f (ζ)
ζ − (z ± i0) dζ, (3.8)
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here the
∫
Σ
implies the integral along the oriented contour shown in Fig. 2. The notation
z ± i0 mean that the limit is taken from the left/right of z (z ∈ Σ) respectively.
Then we can get a closed algebraic system by using the residual condition of the
modified eigenfunctions M± at the discrete spectrum point Z, and finally construct
the exact expression of the potential q by combining the asymptotic behavior of the
modified eigenfunction when the spectrum parameter tends to infinity. Resorting to
Eqs. (2.12), (2.26) (2.27) and (3.2), one has

Res
z=ηˆn
M+ = (0,C+[ηˆn]e
−2iθ(ηˆn)u−,1(ηˆn)), n = 1, 2, · · · , 2N,
Res
z=ηn
M− = (C−[ηn]e2iθ(ηn)u−,2(ηn), 0), n = 1, 2, · · · , 2N.
Recalling Eq. (3.2), one can calculate the part of Eq. (3.7)
Res
z=ηˆn
M+(z)
z − ηˆn
+
Res
z=ηn
M−(z)
z − ηn
=
(
C−[ηn]e2iθ(ηn)
z − ηn
u−,2(ηn),
C+[ηˆn]e
−2iθ(ηˆn)
z − ηˆn
u−,1(ηˆn)
)
, (3.9)
which implies from Eq. (3.7)
u−,2(x, t; ηs) =
 −iq−/ηs
1
 +
2N∑
n=1
C+[ηˆn]e
−2iθ(x,t;ηˆn)
ηs − ηˆn
u−,1(x, t; ηˆn)
+
1
2πi
∫
Σ
(M−G)2(x, t; ζ)
ζ − ηs
dζ, s = 1, 2, · · · , 2N.
(3.10)
From the symmetry Eq. (2.20), one has
u−,2(ηs) = −
iq−
ηˆs
u−,1(ηˆn), s = 1, 2, · · · , 2N, (3.11)
further
2N∑
n=1
(
C+[ηˆn]e
−2iθ(ηˆn)
ηs − ηˆn
+
iq−
ηs
δsn
)
u−,1(ηˆn) +
 −
iq−
ηs
1
 + 12πi
∫
Σ
(M−G)2(η)
η − ηs
dη = 0,
(3.12)
with the function δsn = 1 as s = n, but δsn = 0 as s , n, which forms a system
of 2N equations with 2N unknowns u−,1(ηˆn) for n = 1, 2, · · · , 2N. The expression of
Eq. (3.12) combining with Eqs. (3.7) and (3.11) compose a closed system about the
function M(x, t; z) based on the scattering data. By using the asymptotic behaviour of
M(x, t; z) and the solution to the scattering problem Eq. (2.1), namely M(z)eiθ(z)σ3 , we
can get the exact solution to the ifoNLS with simple zeros via comparing the coefficient
of z0.
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Proposition 3.2. The exact formal solution to ifoNLS with simple zeros
q(x, t) = −q− − i
2N∑
n=1
C+[ηˆn]e
−2iθ(ηˆn)u−,11(x, t; ηˆn) +
1
2π
∫
Σ
(M−G)12(x, t; η) dη, (3.13)
where the function u−,1,1 is defined by from Eq. (3.12)
2N∑
n=1
(
C+[ηˆn]e
−2iθ(ηˆn)
ηs − ηˆn
+
iq−
ηs
δsn
)
u−,1,1(ηˆn) −
iq−
ηs
+
1
2πi
∫
Σ
(M−G)1,2(η)
η − ηs
dη = 0. (3.14)
In what follows, we consider the solution with reflection-less potential, then Eqs.
(3.13) and (3.14) can be written as
q(x, t) = −q− − i
2N∑
n=1
C+[ηˆn]e
−2iθ(ηˆn)u−,1,1(x, t; ηˆn), (3.15)
2N∑
n=1
(
C+[ηˆn]e
−2iθ(ηˆn)
ηs − ηˆn
+
iq−
ηs
δsn
)
u−,1,1(x, t; ηˆn) −
iq−
ηs
= 0. (3.16)
Letting
G = (gs j)(2N)×(2N) , ̟ = (w j)(2N)×1, ̺ = (v j)(2N)×1,
gs j =
w j
ηs − ηˆ j
+ vsδs j,w j = C+[ηˆ j]e
−2iθ(ηˆ j), v j =
iq−
η j
,
(3.17)
one can convert the solution Eq. (3.15) into the Theorem 1.1 by direct calculation of
matrix properties.
3.2. Soliton solutions
In this section, we will use the exact expression of the solution Eq. (1.6) to the
Eq. (1.3) combined with specific appropriate parameters to describe the propagation
behavior of the solution of the ifoNLS equation.
Case A: For N = 1, z1 = 3i/2 and ǫ = 0.01, we get the breather wave solution, and
when the initial value q0 tends to zero, the periodic behavior of the solution gradu-
ally shifts upward, and the final solution tends to a bright soliton solution, which is
similar to the solution constructed under the condition of zero boundary value. This
phenomenon is shown in Figure 3, where q0 = 1, 0.5, 0.2, 0.01 in figures (a-d).
Case B: For N = 1, q0 = 1 and ǫ = 0.01, the dynamic behavior of the solution with the
discrete spectrum z1 =
√
2e
πi
4 and z1 =
√
2e
πi
6 Eq. (1.6) will be shown in Fig. 4. These
discrete spectrum mean that the asymptotic phase difference are π and 4π/3.
Case C: Figure 5 exhibits the interaction of two breather solitons for N = 2, q0 = 1,
13
ǫ = 0.01, z1 = 1+
3i
2
and z1 = −1+ 3i2 . Similarly as q0 → 0, the breather-breather wave
solution tend to the bright-bright soliton solution.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3. Propagation of the solution Eq. (1.6).
(a) (b)
Figure 4. Propagation of the solution Eq. (1.6) with the the parameters (a) z1 =
√
2e
πi
4 , (b) z1 =
√
2e
πi
6 .
(a) (b)
Figure 5. Interaction of the solution Eq. (1.6).
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4. The ifoNLS equation with NZBCs and double zeros
The discrete spectrum Z is the simple zero of scattering coefficient s11(z) and s22(z),
which has already been discussed in previous work, then we will further discuss the
case of double zero. In fact, the treatment of the direct scattering process of double
zero is the same as that of simple zero, except for the treatment of discrete spectral
points. Now assuming that the discrete spectrum Z is the double zeros of s11(z), i.e.,
s11(zn) = s
′
11
(zn) = 0 and s
′′
11
(zn) , 0. Although it is similar to the simple zero, there are
many differences due to the existence of double zero, including trace formula, residue
calculation, etc.
To obtain the residue conditions needed in inverse problem, we suppose that the
notions
Res
z=zn
[ f (z)] = F−1, P−2
z=zn
[ f (z)] = F−2, (4.1)
denote the residue condition and the coefficient of (z − zn)2 respectively in the Laurent
expansion of a function F(z) around zn
F(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
Fn
(z − z j)n
, 0 < z − z j < R, (4.2)
where R stands for the associated radius of convergence. According to the complex
analysis, we know that if the functions f (z) and g(z) are analytic in the region Ω, and
the function g(z) is of a double zero zn ∈ Ω but f (zn) , 0. Then the coefficients of the
principal part of the Laurent expansion of f (z)/g(z) can be expressed as
Res
z=zn
[
f (z)
g(z)
]
=
2 f ′(zn)
g′′(zn)
− 2 f (zn)g
′′′(zn)
3(g′′(zn))2
, P−2
z=zn
[
f (z)
g(z)
]
=
2 f (zn)
g′′(zn)
. (4.3)
Note that when the set Z is double zeros of s11(z) and s22(z), the Eq. (2.25) still holds,
for simplicity, we still use the previous notation, namely the constant parameters b−(zn)
and b+(z
∗
n).
To obtain residue conditions, we now investigate the linear relationship of Jost
functions. From Eq. (2.18a), one has
[s11(z)/γ] = Wr[φ
′
+,1(z), φ−,2(z)] +Wr[φ+,1(z), φ
′
−,2(z)], (4.4)
where the notion ′ denotes the derivative of variable z. In terms of zn is the double zero
of s11(z), thus
Wr[φ′+,1(zn) − b−(zn)φ′−,2(zn), φ−,2(zn)] = 0. (4.5)
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Obviously, there exits a constant d−(zn) such that
φ′+,1(x, t; zn) = d−(zn)φ−,2(x, t; zn) + b−(zn)φ
′
−,2(x, t; zn). (4.6)
Resorting to the expression
φ+,2(x, t; z
∗
n) = b+(z
∗
n)φ−,1(x, t; z
∗
n), (4.7)
the another linear relationship can be similarly derived by
φ′+,2(x, t; z
∗
n) = d+(z
∗
n)φ−,1(x, t; z
∗
n) + b+(z
∗
n)φ
′
−,1(x, t; z
∗
n), (4.8)
where d+(z
∗
n) is a constant parameter. In terms of the discrete spectrum zn and z
∗
n are
the zeros of s11(z) and s22(z), respectively, thus one has the residue conditions
P−2
z=zn
[
φ+,1(x, t; z)
s11(z)
]
=
2φ+,1(zn)
s′′
11
(zn)
=
2b−(zn)
s′′
11
(zn)
φ−,2(zn) = A−[zn]φ−,2(zn), (4.9a)
Res
z=zn
[
φ+,1(x, t; z)
s11(z)
]
=
2b−(zn)
s′′
11
(zn)
[
φ′−,2(zn) +
(
d−(zn)
b−(zn)
− s
′′′
11
(zn)
3s′′
11
(zn)
)
φ−,2(zn)
]
, (4.9b)
P−2
z=z∗n
[
φ+,2(x, t; z)
s22(z)
]
=
2φ+,2(z
∗
n)
s′′
22
(z∗n)
=
2b+(z
∗
n)
s′′
22
(z∗n)
φ−,1(z∗zn) = A+[z
∗
n]φ−,1(z
∗
n), (4.9c)
Res
z=z∗n
[
φ+,2(x, t; z)
s22(z)
]
=
2b+(z
∗
n)
s′′
22
(z∗n)
[
φ′−,1(z
∗
n) +
(
d+(z
∗
n)
b+(z∗n)
− s
′′′
22
(z∗n)
3s′′
22
(z∗n)
)
φ−,1(z∗n)
]
, (4.9d)
with the notions
A−[zn] =
2b−(zn)
s′′
11
(zn)
, B−[zn] =
d−(zn)
b−(zn)
− s
′′′
11
(zn)
3s′′
11
(zn)
, (4.10)
A+[z
∗
n] =
2b+(z
∗
n)
s′′
22
(z∗n)
, B+[z
∗
n] =
d+(z
∗
n)
b+(z∗n)
− s
′′′
22
(z∗n)
3s′′
22
(z∗n)
. (4.11)
It follows based on the asymmetries of Jost functions and scattering matrix as well as
Eqs. (4.6) and (4.8) that
A−[zn] = −A∗+[z∗n] =
z4nq
∗
−
q4
0
q−
A+
−q
2
0
zn
 = − z
4
nq
∗
−
q4
0
q−
A−
−q
2
0
z∗n
 , zn ∈ Z ∩ D−,
B−[zn] = B∗+[z
∗
n] =
q2
0
z2n
B+
−q
2
0
zn
 + 2
zn
=
q2
0
z2n
B∗−
−q
2
0
z∗n
 + 2
zn
. zn ∈ Z ∩ D−.
(4.12)
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Similarly, for the discrete spectrum − q
2
0
zn
and
−q2
0
z∗n
, one can get these residue conditions
P−2
z=
−q2
0
z∗n
[
φ+,1(z)
s11(z)
]
=
2φ+,1
(
−q2
0
z∗n
)
s′′
11
(
−q2
0
z∗n
) = 2b−
(
−q2
0
z∗n
)
s′′
11
(
−q2
0
z∗n
) φ−,2
−q
2
0
z∗n
 = A−
−q
2
0
z∗n
 φ−,2
−q
2
0
z∗n
 ,
Res
z=
−q2
0
z∗n
[
φ+,1(z)
s11(z)
]
=
2b−
(
−q2
0
z∗n
)
s′′
11
(
−q2
0
z∗n
)
φ
′
−,2
−q
2
0
z∗n
 +

d−
(
−q2
0
z∗n
)
b−
(
−q2
0
z∗n
) − s
′′′
11
(
−q2
0
z∗n
)
3s′′
11
(
−q2
0
z∗n
)
 φ−,2
−q
2
0
z∗n

 ,
P−2
z=− q
2
0
zn
[
φ+,2(z)
s22(z)
]
=
2φ+,2
(
− q
2
0
zn
)
s′′
22
(
− q
2
0
zn
) = 2b+
(
− q
2
0
zn
)
s′′
22
(
− q
2
0
zn
) φ−,1
−q
2
0
zn
 = A+
−q
2
0
zn
 φ−,1
−q
2
0
zn
 ,
Res
z=− q
2
0
zn
[
φ+,2(z)
s22(z)
]
=
2b+
(
− q
2
0
zn
)
s′′
22
(
− q
2
0
zn
)
φ
′
−,1
−q
2
0
zn
 +

d+
(
− q
2
0
zn
)
b+
(
− q
2
0
zn
) − s
′′′
22
(
− q
2
0
zn
)
3s′′
22
(
− q
2
0
zn
)
 φ−,1
−q
2
0
zn

 .
Based on the discrete spectrum Z = {ηn, ηˆn} and Eqs. (2.12) and (3.2), the above residue
conditions can be taken the more compact form
P−2
z=ηn
M−1 (z) = P−2
z=ηn
[
u+,1(z)
s11(z)
]
=
2u+,1(ηn)
s′′
11
(ηn)
= A−[ηn]e2iθ(ηn)u−,2(ηn), (4.13a)
P−2
z=ηˆn
M+2 (z) = P−2
z=ηˆn
[
u+,2(z)
s22(z)
]
=
2u+,2(ηˆn)
s′′
22
(ηˆn)
= A+[ηˆn]e
−2iθ(ηˆn)u−,1(ηˆn), (4.13b)
Res
z=ηn
M−1 (z) = Res
z=ηn
[
u+,1(z)
s11(z)
]
= A−[ηn]e2iθ(ηn)
[
u′−,2(ηn) + ∆
−
n u−,2(ηn))
]
, (4.13c)
Res
z=ηˆn
M+2 (z) = Res
z=ηˆn
[
u+,2(z)
s22(z)
]
= A+[ηˆn]e
−2iθ(ηˆn)
[
u′−,1(ηˆn) + ∆
+
n u−,1(ηˆn))
]
. (4.13d)
with
A+[ηˆn] =
2b+(ηˆn)
s′′
22
(ηˆn)
, ∆+n = B+[ηˆn] − 2iθ′(ηˆn),
A−[ηn] =
2b−(ηn)
s′′
11
(ηn)
, ∆−n = B−[ηn] + 2iθ
′(ηn).
(4.14)
4.1. The exact formula of the ifoNLS with double zeros
The RH problem Eq. (3.2) constructed in previous work with single zeros is still
applicable to the case of double zeros, but in order to solve the RH problem, it is
necessary to subtract the residue conditions generated by the corresponding zeros to
ensure the analyticity. By using the properties of projection operators Eq. (3.8), namely
when the functions f±(k) are analytic in upper and lower of k-plane and as |k| → ∞ the
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functions f±(k) → 0, one can get
P±[ f±(k)] = ± f±(k), P±[ f∓(k)] = 0. (4.15)
Combining with the asymmetry and the analyticity of the function M(x, t; z), we can
derive via Eq. (4.15) and Plemelj’s formulae
M(x, t; z) =I − i
z
σ3Q− +
2N∑
n=1

Res
z=ηˆn
M+
z − ηˆn
+
P−2
z=ηˆn
M+
(z − ηˆn)2
+
Res
z=ηn
M−
z − ηn
+
P−2
z=ηn
M−
(z − ηn)2

+
1
2πi
∫
Σ
M−(x, t; ξ)G(x, t; ξ)
ξ − z dξ, z ∈ C \ Σ.
(4.16)
To give the exact expression of M(x, t; z), we need to calculate the residue conditions
of Eq. (4.16). Resorting to Eq. (3.2), one has
Res
z=ηn
[M−] =
(
Res
z=ηn
[
µ+,1(x, t; z)
s11(z)
]
, 0
)
, P−2
z=ηn
M− =
(
P−2
z=ηn
[
µ+,1(x, t; z)
s11(z)
]
, 0
)
,
Res
z=ηˆn
[M+] =
(
0,Res
z=ηˆn
[
µ+,2(x, t; z)
s22(z)
])
, P−2
z=ηˆn
M+ =
(
0, P−2
z=ηˆn
[
µ+,2(x, t; z)
s22(z)
])
,
(4.17)
further
Res
z=ηˆn
M+
z − ηˆn
+
P−2
z=ηˆn
M+
(z − ηˆn)2
+
Res
z=ηn
M−
z − ηn
+
P−2
z=ηn
M−
(z − ηn)2
=
(
∇−n (z)
[
u′−,2(ηn) +
(
∆−n +
1
z − ηn
)
u−,2(ηn)
]
,∇+n (z)
[
u′−,1(ηˆn) +
(
∆+n +
1
z − ηˆn
)
u−,1(ηˆn)
])
,
(4.18)
with
∇−n (z) =
A−[ηn]
z − ηn
e2iθ(ηn),∇+n (z) =
A+[ηˆn]
z − ηˆn
e−2iθ(ηˆn). (4.19)
We next evaluate the second column of the functionM(x, t; z) at z = ηs, s = 1, 2, · · · , 2N
u−,2(x, t; ηs) =
 −
iq−
ηs
1
 + 12πi
∫
Σ
(M−G)2(ξ)
ξ − ηξ
dξ
+
2N∑
n=1
H+n (ηs)
[
u′−,1(x, t; ηˆn) +
(
∆+n +
1
ηs − ηˆn
)
u−,1(x, t; ηˆn)
]
.
(4.20)
Furthermore
u′−,2(x, t; ηs) =

iq−
η2s
0
 + 12πi
∫
Σ
(M−G)2(ξ)
(ξ − ηs)2
dξ
−
2N∑
n=1
∇+n (ηs)
ηs − ηˆn
[
u′−,1(x, t; ηˆn) +
(
∆+n +
2
ηs − ηˆn
)
u−,1(x, t; ηˆn)
]
.
(4.21)
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It follows from Eq. (2.20) and the set Z that
u−,2(ηs) = −
iq−
ηs
u−,1(ηˆs),
u′−,2(ηs) =
iq−
η2s
u−,1(ηˆs) −
iq2
0
q−
η3s
u′−,1(ηˆs).
(4.22)
Inserting Eq. (4.22) into Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21), one has
2N∑
n=1
(
∇+n (ηs)u′−,1(x, t; ηˆn) +
[
∇+n (ηs)
(
∆+n +
1
ηs − ηˆn
)
+
iq−
ηs
δsn
]
u−,1(ηˆn)
)
+
 −
iq−
ηs
1
 + 12πi
∫
Σ
(M−G)2(ζ)
ζ − ηs
dζ = 0,
2N∑
n=1
∇+n (ηk)
ηs − ηˆn


(
∆+n +
2
ηs − ηˆn
)
+
iq−
η2
k
δsn
 u−,1(ηˆn) − iq−q
2
0
η3s
δsnu
′
−,1(ηˆn)

−

iq−
η2s
0
 − 12πi
∫
Σ
(M−G)2(ξ)
(ξ − ηs)2
dξ = 0,
(4.23)
which generates an algebraic system including the elements needed in constructing
solutions. Obviously the expressions of u−,1(x, t; ηˆn) and u′−,1(x, t; ηˆn) can be derived
by Eq. (4.23), then inserting the obtained results into Eq. (4.22), one has the formula
of u−,2(x, t; ηn) and u′−,2(x, t; ηn). Finally the expression of M(x, t; z) can be given by
substituting these expressions into Eq. (4.16). Therefore the following proposition can
be obtained.
Proposition 4.1. The solution to the ifoNLS equation with reflection-less potential is
written as under double zeros condition
q(x, t) = −q−−i
2N∑
n=1
A+[ηˆn]e
−2iθ(x,t;ηˆn)[u′−,1,1(x, t; ηˆn) + ∆
+
n u−,1,1(x, t; ηˆn)], (4.24)
with the functions u′−,1,1(ηˆn) and u−,1,1(ηˆn) are determined by
2N∑
n=1
(
∇+n (ηs)u′−,1,1(ηˆn) +
[
∇+n (ηs)
(
∆+n +
1
ηs − ηˆn
)
+
iq−
ηs
δsn
]
u−,1,1(ηˆn)
)
=
iq−
ηs
,
2N∑
n=1
∇+n (ηk)
ηs − ηˆn


(
∆+n +
2
ηs − ηˆn
)
+
iq−
η2
k
δsn
 u−,1,1(ηˆn) − iq−q
2
0
η3s
δsnu
′
−,1,1(ηˆn)
 = iq−
η2s
,
(4.25)
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which is equivalent to Theorem 1.2, note that
G˜ =
 G˜
11 G˜12
G˜21 G˜22
 , G˜(s j) = (g˜(s j)kn )(2N)×(2N) ,
g˜
(11)
kn
= ∇+n (ηk)
(
∆+n +
1
ηk − ηˆn
)
+
iq−
ηk
δk,n,
g˜
(12)
kn
= ∇+n (ηk), g˜(21)kn =
∇+n (ηk)
ηk − ηˆn
(
∆+n +
2
ηk − ηˆn
)
+
iq−
η2
k
δk,n,
g˜
(22)
kn
=
∇+n (ηk)
ηk − ηˆn
− iq−q
2
0
η3
k
δk,n,
ω(1)n = A+[ηˆn]e
−2iθ(ηˆn)∆+n , ω
(2)
n = A+[ηˆn]e
−2iθ(ηˆn),
ν(1)n =
iq−
ηn
, ν(2)n =
iq−
η2n
, y = (y
(1)
1
, · · · , y(1)
2N
, y
(2)
1
, · · · , y(2)
2N
)T ,
y(1)n = u−,1,1(ηˆn), y
(2)
n = u
′
−,1,1(ηˆn).
(4.26)
In order to further observe the dynamic behavior of the solution Eq. (1.7), we
choose appropriate parameters to give the following solution image.
(a) (b)
Figure 6. The propagation of the solution Eq. (1.7). q0 = 1, ǫ = 0.01, (a): z1 = 1.5i, (b): z1 = 1.25i.
5. Conclusions and discussions
In this work, we systematically study the inhomogeneous fifth-order nonlinear
Schro¨dinger equation with nonzero boundary condition. Based on the theory of inverse
scattering, the RH problem is constructed and the exact solutions of the equation Eq.
(1.3) are given under the condition of simple zeros and double zeros. In the process of
solving RH problem, in order to ensure that the two ends of the equation about function
M± are analytical in the corresponding region, the main idea is to subtract the residue
conditions generated by simple poles and two poles and asymptotic behavior, and we
finally give the formal solution of RH problem through Plemelj’s formula. Therefore,
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we can further discuss higher order zeros (greater than the double zeros), such as N-
order zeros, and give more general solutions. At present, there is no literature about
discussing higher order zeros, which is also a problem worth thinking.
Appendix A: Proof of Theorem 2.1.
We consider the first integral equations of Eq. (2.13)
u−(x, t; z) = Y− +
∫ x
−∞
Y−e−iλ(x−y)σ3Y−1− ∆Q−(y, t)u−(y, t; z)e
iλ(x−y)σ3 dy. (A1)
Obviously from the limits of Eq.(A1), one knows that x − y > 0. Note that
e−iθσ3Qeiθσ3 =
 q11 e
−2iθq12
e2iθq21 q22
 . (A2)
Eq. (A1) can be written as
Y−1− u−(x, t; z) = I +
∫ x
−∞
e−iλ(x−y)σ3Y−1− ∆Q−(y, t)u−(y, t; z)e
iλ(x−y)σ3 dy. (A3)
The matrix Eq. (A3) is divided into columns, and supposeW(x, z) = Y−1− u−, we have
w(x, z) =
 1
0
 +
∫ x
−∞
G(x − y, z)∆Q−(y, t)Y−(y, t; z)w(y, z) dy, (A4)
where
G(θ, z) = diag(1, e2iλ(z)θ)Y−1− (z) =
1
γ
 1
iq−
z
iq∗−
z
e2iλ(z)θ e2iλ(z)θ
 . (A5)
Then introducing a Neumann series representation for w,
w(x, z) =
∞∑
n=0
wn,
w0 =
 1
0
 , wn+1(x, z) =
∫ x
−∞
C(x, y, z)wn(y, z) dy,
similarly [38], we can prove that for all ǫ > 0, if q(x) − q− ∈ L1(−∞, a] for a ∈ R, the
Neumann series converges absolutely and uniformly with respect to x ∈ (−∞, a) and
z ∈ D−ǫ where D−ǫ (z0) = {z ∈ C : |z − z0| < ǫq0}. Due to uniformly series convergent
series of analytic functions converges to an analytic function, we know that the column
of the Jost functions are analytic in the domain. We only take the first column of the
matrix as an example to prove it in detail, and the rest are similar to verifiable cases.
u−(x, t; z) : e−iλ(x−y)σ3Meiλ(x−y)σ3 =
 m11 e
−2iλ(x−y)m12
e2iλ(x−y)m21 m22
 .
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Note that e2iλ(x−y) = e−
|z|2−q2
0
|z|2 Imz(x−y)e2iRez(x−y), obviously the function u−,1 is analytic in
the region (|z|2 − q2
0
)Imz > 0, i.e., the region D+.
Appendix B: Trace formula and theta condition
The so-called trace formula uses the scattering data (discrete eigenvalues and re-
flection coefficient) to express the analytical scattering coefficients s11(z) and s22(z). In
addition, under the condition of nonzero boundary, the trace formula can also provide
the asymptotic phase difference of potential and scattering data. Now we first consider
the discrete eigenvalues are simple zeros, namely, s11(zn) = 0 and s
′
11
(zn) , 0. In terms
of the previous analysis, we know that s11(z) is analytic in the region D
− at z = zn and
z = −q2
0
/z∗n, and s22(z) is analytic in the region D
+ at z = z∗n and z = −q20/zn. We thus
introduce the functions
χ−(z) = s11(z)
2N∏
n=1
(z − z∗n)(z + q20/zn)
(z − zn)(z + q20/z∗n)
,
χ+(z) = s22(z)
2N∏
n=1
(z − zn)(z + q20/z∗n)
(z − z∗n)(z + q20/zn)
,
which are analytic in D− and D+ respectively. In additional, they are not have zeros
in the relevant analytical region. Resorting to Eq. (3.4), as z → ∞ we have χ± → 1,
further det S (z) = 1. Obviously
χ+(z)χ−(z) =
1
1 + ρ(z)ρ∗(z∗)
, z ∈ Σ,
which can be converted to a scalar, multiplicative RH problem
logχ+(z) + logχ−(z) = − log[1 + ρ(z)ρ∗)(z∗)], z ∈ Σ.
The trace formula can be written as via solving the scalar RH problem
s11(z) = exp
(
1
2πi
∫
Σ
log[1 + ρ(ζ)ρ∗(ζ∗)]
ζ − z dζ
) 2N∏
n=1
(z − zn)(z + q20/z∗n)
(z − z∗n)(z + q20/zn)
,
s22(z) = exp
(
− 1
2πi
∫
Σ
log[1 + ρ(ζ)ρ∗(ζ∗)]
ζ − z dζ
) 2N∏
n=1
(z − z∗n)(z + q20/zn)
(z − zn)(z + q20/z∗n)
.
Note that as z→ 0, s11(z) → q−/q+ from the Eq. (3.4), one has
2N∏
n=1
(z − z∗n)(z + q20/zn)
(z − zn)(z + q20/z∗n)
→ 1, z→ 0.
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The trace formula of s11(z) implies
q−/q+ = exp
(
1
2πi
∫
Σ
log[1 + ρ(ζ)ρ∗(ζ∗)]
ζ
dζ
)
, f or z→ 0,
therefore the theta conditions can be given
arg
q−
q+
=
1
2π
∫
Σ
log[1 + ρ(ζ)ρ∗(ζ∗)]
ζ
dζ + 4
N∑
n=1
arg zn.
For double zeros, namely s11(zn) = s
′
11
(zn) = 0 and s
′′
11
(zn) , 0, we can similarly be
obtain the trace formulae and theta condition. Letting
χˆ−(z) = s11(z)
2N∏
n=1
(z − z∗n)2(z + q20/zn)2
(z − zn)2(z + q20/z∗n)2
,
χˆ+(z) = s22(z)
2N∏
n=1
(z − zn)2(z + q20/z∗n)2
(z − z∗n)2(z + q20/zn)2
.
Then similar to the simple zeros, the following trace formulas and theta condition can
be obtained
s11(z) = exp
(
− 1
2πi
∫
Σ
log[1 + ρ(ζ)ρ∗(ζ∗)]
ζ − z dζ
) 2N∏
n=1
(z − zn)2(z + q20/z∗n)2
(z − z∗n)2(z + q20/zn)2
,
s22(z) = exp
(
1
2πi
∫
Σ
log[1 + ρ(ζ)ρ∗(ζ∗)]
ζ − z dζ
) 2N∏
n=1
(z − z∗n)2(z + q20/zn)2
(z − zn)2(z + q20/z∗n)2
.
argq− − argq+ =
1
2π
∫
Σ
log[1 + ρ(ζ)ρ∗(ζ∗)]
ζ
dζ + 8
N∑
n=1
arg zn.
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